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Living in the kitchen.

In this journal you will find countless suggestions and ideas on designing a kitchen as a living space that meets your personal wishes in every
respect. So, be inspired for: living in the kitchen.
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For the third time in
succession: Germany's
favourite kitchen brand.

We produce in Germany – also
officially certified by the Verband Deutsche
Möbelindustrie Deutschland e.V., the association of the German furniture industry.

In this Journal, we have highlighted kitchens with distinctive features:
– the handleless Nolte kitchen

– base units in a height of 90 cm
with 20% more storage space

– the handleless Nolte kitchen with
base units in a height of 90 cm

Our kitchens captivate with high-quality materials:
KÜCHENFRONT

ECHT
LACK

H20160157

What is the essence of a kitchen? It needs to look good, be a centre of
communication while cooking, chatting and indulging. To make your
work easier and keep everything well organised. And by the by, to fulfil
your wishes and requirements. While also reflecting your style whatever
your budget may be.
Nolte Küchen has been synonymous with first-class quality, superior
design und perfect ergonomics made in Germany for over 60 years.
This being the case, it‘s no surprise that Nolte Küchen has been voted
”Germany’s favourite kitchen brand“ for the third time in succession.
Worldwide too, people in over 60 countries have come to appreciate
what sets Nolte Küchen apart.
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Built-in appliances
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The golden M guarantees
proven quality, safety and
healthy living.

A healthy environment is also the
basis of our track record of success.
It is for this reason alone, that we
work on a climate-neutral basis.

The fronts are finished in multiple coats
of high-gloss or soft mat lacquer for
the most exacting of demands.
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As an authentic and genuine natural
product, real wood conveys warmth
and a sense of security.
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KÜCHENFRONT

The authentic melamine resin surface
perfectly creates the illusion of real wood.
KÜCHENFRONT

Real glass, very high-quality surface
made of back-lacquered safety glass.

A surface that is both easy to keep clean
and hard-wearing, high gloss or soft mat
depending on finish.
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Extremely hard-wearing and also
low-maintenance thanks to the
anti-fingerprint surface finish.
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Layers of a blend of resins, lacquer
and particles of metal make the
front magnetic.
Each one of these hand-crafted
fronts has a surface made of real
cement and is one of a kind.
Worktops and end-panel elements
used, thickness in mm.
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LIVING IN THE KITCHEN
”The kitchen is a room for cooking in. That was yesterday. Today it has become the communication hub of the home
and haven of well-being. Cooking, eating, talking, laughing, living, relaxing, working – life takes place in the kitchen.
That‘s why this room is taking on more and more significance in the home.
In choosing a kitchen, you are also choosing a whole world. Living in the kitchen has many sides to it, is individual
and, above all, also a matter of your personal style. And style can also be expressed in many different ways: in fashion,
in the home, in the music you like, and much more besides. So why not in the kitchen?
The good part about Nolte Küchen: individual taste and personal style are not a question of budget. And if, after
browsing through this journal, you decide you would like a new kitchen, then you can get right down to planning it:

1 MANHATTAN volcanic oak,
rich in contrast and homely
2 NOVA LACK Platinum grey,
elegant and exclusive
3 PORTLAND Cement sapphire grey,
with real cement surface

1

with the Nolte Küchen web planner at www.nolte-kuchen.com.”
Eva Brenner, interior designer, familiar from Germany’s
“Zuhause im Glück” (Happy at Home) TV programme

2

3

EVERYTHING ELSE IS DREARY
Do you like a homely, elegant look or prefer it classic?
Whichever – Nolte Küchen gives you all the options. Volcanic oak, for example, lets you
transform any kitchen into a homely living space. The combination of on-trend platinum grey
and henna red creates an impression that’s only elegant but says quality too. This is where it’s
all a matter of your personal preference. Do you have a liking for genuine materials? Here too,
Nolte Küchen has a lot to offer you. PORTLAND cement sapphire grey, for example. The front
has a surface made of real cement and is hand-crafted.

6
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MANHATTAN / SOFT LACK

MANHATTAN / SOFT LACK

PERFECT SYMBIOSIS
OF STORAGE SPACE
AND DESIGN
The MANHATTAN front in volcanic oak provides contrasts
galore. Its distinctive decor ideally complements the calm
SOFT LACK front. The wall unit height of 105 cm also gives
this kitchen a very individual look. The units are perfectly
complemented by the open shelves and a white lowboard.

2

1

1 Included as standard at Nolte Küchen:
the matching interior decor, shown here in
volcanic oak
2 This larder unit provides perfectly accessible
storage space over the full height of 210 cm.

MANHATTAN Volcanic oak
SOFT LACK SOFT LACK White soft mat

HANDLE TRIM 675 Stainless steel look
KÜCHENFRONT
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NOVA LACK

PRACTICAL CAN BE
AS STYLISH AS THIS
An elegant, high-quality kitchen ambience
is a joy and pleasure every day. All the more
so when it also provides plenty of storage
and space for what‘s dear to you.
Illuminated handle trims emphasise the
horizontal lines of this kitchen which manages
entirely without kitchen-typical wall units
while still providing plenty of storage space.

1 Practical boxes take everything to the table in one go
and quickly clear it away again.

NOVA LACK High-gloss platinum grey
SURROUNDING ELEMENT Henna red soft mat
WORKTOP Black PRO

2 Everything in its place – maximum storage space
perfectly organised.
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NOVA LACK

WHITE CAN LOOK AS
MODERN AS THIS
Anyone wishing to follow the trend towards a tidy, clean-looking
kitchen with generous, large surfaces has no other option: tall units
and appliance cabinets with uninterrupted doors. The minimalist
impression is reinforced yet further by the illuminated MatrixArt
finger pull profiles. The new oak Barriqué worktop decor provides
the appropriate, contrasting surrounding elements, which is also
reflected in the floating wall shelves.

NOVA LACK High-gloss white
WORKTOP Oak Barriqué
1 Mixer, espresso machine or juicer: many kitchen appliances
have become lifestyle objects. When they start to get out of
hand but are still needed every day, this is where a topmounted unit with lift-up door comes into its own.
2 Illuminated MatrixArt finger pull profiles underscore the clean
look of the uninterrupted fronts on tall and appliance units.
1
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FERRO / SOFT LACK

FERRO / SOFT LACK

PURIST WITH
CLEAN LINES
With its real metal front, FERRO blue steel
creates an impression of cool elegance in
the kitchen that is given a contrasting bright,
light note in the combination with SOFT LACK
arctic white soft mat. Making the kitchen an
inspiring area where people just love to be.

3

4
1

1 The ceramic hob blends seamlessly with
the purist design.
2 Behind the magnetic, real metal fronts
there‘s ample space for kitchen utensils.
3 The black handle trims are stylish details.
4 The open wall shelf unit with the arctic
white sliding doors creates an elegant
connection to the living area.

2

FERRO Blue steel
SOFT LACK Arctic white soft mat
WORKTOP Black PRO

HANDLE TRIM 561 Black anodised
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1

MANHATTAN

OAK GRAPHITE SILVER
FOR INDIVIDUALISTS
The MANHATTAN front in oak graphite silver is a welcome, uncomplicated combination partner.
It provides many different options and captivates with
its expressive graining – whether tone-in-tone or, as
shown here, with elements in black.

1 Out of view from the living area, the oven is
concealed in the side of the appliance unit block.
2 The surface-mounted G 675 handle trim skilfully
combines the elegance of a recessed handle trim
with the benefits of a classic handle.
3 Intelligently organised drawers provide ample space

25

20

MANHATTAN Oak graphite silver

2

3
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TITAN

SLEEK LINEARITY WITH
ACCENTUATIONS
In this graphic and sleek configuration with the handleless
fronts from TITAN range, the surrounding elements in rustic
wild oak create a warm and homely statement.
The wall unit with the open shelf unit and the slim-line frame
as well as the slender worktop in wood tone harmonise
perfectly with the classy graphite to give this kitchen its very
special charm.

1

2

TITAN Graphite
SURROUNDING ELEMENT / WORKTOP Rustic wild oak
1 The illuminated handle trim underscores the
sleek and graphic lines.
2 Delicate look, but with impressive effect:
panels in rustic wild oak.

12
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TITAN / TAVOLA

WHEN DESIGN PURITY
MEETS NATURAL
AUTHENTICITY
Perfect match: timelessly modern TITAN mother-of-pearl
is a well-balanced arrangement with TAVOLA oak barolo.
A veritable haven of tranquillity here is the cooking island
in elegant TITAN mother-of-pearl which also doubles up
as a counter. Next to the raised oven, an open shelf unit
conjures a homely feel.

1

1 Clearly organised storage and easy access to
all bottle crates.
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TAVOLA Oak barolo
TITAN Mother-of-pearl
SURROUNDING ELEMENT / WORKTOP

Titan mother-of-pearl

2 Beautifully consistent: the TITAN mother-of-pearl finish is
available for front, worktop, end panel and midway section.

HANDLE COMBINATION 850 Black

2
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EVERYTHING STORED – NEXT TO THE KITCHEN
So, what sort of utility room would you like to have? This, of course, depends entirely on the space you
have and on your personal needs. Some prefer to use it as a storage room for household items, others
turn it into a lovely dressing room with numerous drawers providing plenty of space. Just as you please.
Or create the perfect room divider: on the one hand a practical utility room with everything that goes
with it, and, on the other hand, an attractive hallway area with coat rack and wall unit as a chest of
drawers – where keys can be kept, for example.

The fastest way to an
intelligently planned and
logically furnished utility room.
Download details now.

ALLES VERSTAUT
neben der Küche.
1 Cleverly done: the clothes cupboard as room divider
provides plenty of space.
2 Small wall unit as mini-sideboard: ideal for
everyday bits and pieces.

Ihr intelligent geplanter und sinnvoll eingerichteter Hauswirtschaftsraum.
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TAVOLA / PLUS

ELEGANCE WITH
A MODERN TOUCH
Stylish home comfort in real wood: TAVOLA oak pinot adds
a new, understated elegance to the natural and traditional
material oak. In combination with plain colours such as
PLUS white soft mat seen here, the result is a timeless kitchen
that delights with many homely details. The PLUS laminate
front comes with a particularly low-maintenance anti-fingerprint surface.

1

PLUS White soft mat
TAVOLA Oak pinot
WORKTOP Premium white PRO
1 The open wall shelf unit with integrated lighting as
well as top and bottom panels in black glass exude
a sense of modern homeliness.
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2 The flush-fitted hob not only looks good, it is also
easy to keep clean at the transition between the
hob worktop.
2
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TAVOLA / SOFT LACK

HOME WITH A YOUNG FEEL
Kitchen and living room perfectly combined in a small area –
TAVOLA in oak pinot with SOFT LACK in papyrus grey soft mat is
a refreshing combination. It is homely, modern and provides plenty
of storage space.
Practical: the Matrix 150 grid size even leaves space for a drawer
under the induction hob. Lovely: the open shelf unit at the end
converses with the living area.

SOFT LACK Papyrus grey soft mat
TAVOLA Oak pinot
WORKTOP Papyrus grey PRO
1 With the right interior organisation, all
cooking utensils are close to hand at the hob.

KÜCHENFRONT
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HANDLE COMBINATION 829
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Stainless steel look
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PORTLAND / TAVOLA

NATURALLY HOMELY
What a stylish combination: PORTLAND sapphire grey real cement together
with classy TAVOLA oak pinot cuts a particularly elegant and impressive figure
with a look of quality. The open shelf unit with glass shelves and illumination
is an extravagant highlight. With the worktop in cement sapphire grey, the
kitchen island appears to come from a single mould and the separate raised
ovens are both an eye-catcher and practical to boot.

1

1 Anything but ”typical kitchen“: dark glass shelves,
brightly illuminated.

2
32

2 Applied by hand, the real cement surface makes
every front one of a kind.

PORTLAND Cement sapphire grey
TAVOLA Oak pinot
WORKTOP Cement sapphire grey
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DESIGN MEETS STORAGE SPACE
With Matrix 900, Nolte Küchen has sent out a design message and makes the crossover
between kitchen and living area even more fluid: the very shallow plinth in conjunction with
the 900 mm carcase height not only provides an ideal working height with a huge amount
of storage space but also creates a totally new kitchen look.

THE ART
OF OMISSION
”MatrixArt 900 also makes handleless possible:
the handle trims integrated in the carcase make the
kitchen even more graphic and sleek. A completely
new dimension in kitchen architecture.“
Eva Brenner, interior designer, familiar from Germany‘s
”Zuhause im Glück“ (Happy at Home) TV programme.

34

PORTLAND / LEGNO / NOVA LACK

PORTLAND / NOVA LACK

UNIQUE AND PLENTY
STORAGE SPACE
This kitchen fulfils even the highest standards, both in design
and with regard to the material used.
Every single PORTLAND front with a real cement surface is
truly unique. The linearity of the handleless design and
modern appeal in combination with NOVA LACK high-gloss
arctic white never fail to delight.

1

2

1 Applied by hand, a fine layer of real cement gives the kitchen an
individual touch.
2 Plenty of storage space from the MatrixArt 900 base-unit height.

PORTLAND Cement anthracite
NOVA LACK High-gloss arctic white
WORKTOP Cement anthracite
38
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LUCCA

CEMENT LOOK IN PERFECTION
Do you love the on-trend cement look but don‘t want to invest in the
genuine material? This makes the LUCCA front just the right choice
for you! Anthracite combined with beech heart creates a kitchen with
well-balanced contrasts. With the front being an authentic reproduction,
there‘s bound to be enough of your budget left over for adding all sorts
of other features to your kitchen – and all without having to sacrifice a
stunning look either.

+32 % more

1 The classic corner unit with carousel makes
perfect use of your kitchen‘s corner space.

25

40
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LUCCA Cement anthracite
WORKTOP Beech heart

HANDLE COMBINATION 848
Titanium look, brushed

storage space

2 Plenty of cupboard space: a carcase that‘s
15 cm deeper than normal provides storage
space galore. Drawers can even be fitted
below induction hobs.
2
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MANHATTAN / PLUS

FASCINATING MARBLE
Fine marbling, a subtle shade of grey – the classically elegant material marble is
enjoying a veritable renaissance, and conjures up a touch of modern luxury in the
kitchen. The island lends the kitchen visual weight while the omission of classic wall
units gives it a light and airy feel.
And thanks to laminate with an anti-fingerprint surface finish, PLUS black soft mat
also always looks immaculate and is easy to keep clean.

1 The flush-fitted granite sink has been
perfectly and elegantly integrated.

2

2 A further highlight: the flush-fitted
large hob.
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PLUS Black soft mat
MANHATTAN Marble grey
WORKTOP Black PRO
43

1

STONE

INSPIRED BY NATURE
Surfaces and materials borrowed from nature are impressively
combined in STONE concrete with surrounding elements in holm
oak. The concrete look is an unconventional design statement
and also continuous through in decor form inside the unit –
consistency you only get from Nolte Küchen. The combination
of expressive decors is particularly effective in conjunction with
the impressive and interesting look of the counter element.

2

1 Unadulterated harmony both outside and in, only from
Nolte Küchen: The concrete decor continues through on
the inside of the unit.

HANDLE COMBINATION 849
Stainless steel look
44

2 Practical accessory and light source in one: illuminated
railing system

STONE Concrete
SURROUNDING ELEMENTS Holm oak
45

1

STONE

REDUCED DOWN TO
THE ESSENTIAL
This composition shows you how to create an
impressive kitchen with the consistent interplay of
black and white. The STONE front in white concrete
provides a wonderful contrast with the elements in
black. Illuminated MatrixArt finger pulls and shelf
units with integrated lighting make inviting statements in this otherwise purist-looking kitchen.

1 Space is reserved under the hob for everything
that needs to be in easy reach.
2 The handleless kitchen comes into its own in
combination with slimline worktops.
3 Shelf units with integrated lighting are a real eyecatcher – especially in black.
2
46

3

STONE White concrete

25
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FLAIR / FERRO

A REAL EYE-CATCHER
FLAIR black soft mat with the edging in brass look is an exciting
combination with FERRO corten steel which was chosen for the fitted
units. The apertures and wall panelling are also in the same material.
A kitchen that breaks the boundaries of the familiar. The illuminated
MatrixArt handle trims and edges set off in brass look give it a light
and airy feel that almost appears to float, and show it at its very best.

1 Small utensils can be kept in the MatrixArt 900
base unit top.
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FLAIR Black soft mat / thick edge in brass look
FERRO Corten steel
WORKTOP Black PRO

2 The edges in brass look add stylish highlights
and, in combination with the illuminated handle
trims, create a particularly high-quality look.
2
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PLUS / MANHATTAN

TRENDY GREY IN ITS
FINEST NUANCES
More than easy to look after: PLUS quartz grey soft mat impresses with its
laminate in anti-fingerprint surface finish. A practical, beautiful detail: the end
panels on wall units, base units and kitchen island are also made of the same
low-maintenance material. In combination with MANHATTAN holm oak, this
kitchen presents a clear design statement that is reinforced by the open shelf
unit. The worktop in quartz grey PRO proficiently complements the overall
impression.

1 An open shelf unit always creates a sense of
homeliness and provides scope for individuality.
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PLUS Quartz grey soft mat
MANHATTAN Holm oak
WORKTOP Quartz grey PRO

2 The open shelf base unit with drawers in
MANHATTAN holm oak provides plenty of
storage space and gives the kitchen island a
light, homely feel.
2
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VEGAS / ARTWOOD

A KITCHEN FULL OF
EXPRESSION AND
CHARACTER
Unusual ideas bring a breath of fresh air into the kitchen.
VEGAS milled stainless steel combined with ARTWOOD
walnut cuba has several attractive features to offer.
For example, the exciting mix of closed units and open
shelf units. A design statement par excellence.

1 The milled surface texture gives the kitchen an
expressive look.
2 The bevelled edges reflect the light in a particular way
and underscore the fascinating stainless steel look.

2
52

VEGAS Milled stainless steel
ARTWOOD Walnut cuba

25
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1 The surface has been reproduced to give it a look that is true
to nature.
2 The extra deep worktop offers a generous amount of work
surface, with the pull-out units below providing plenty of
storage space.
3 The clearly organised larder unit gives you ample space for
your provisions.

2

3
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ARTWOOD / FEEL

A CREATIVE COMBINATION
Materials oozing with expression in combination with individual-looking
design – anyone valuing these attributes should take a closer look at
ARTWOOD flame scarfed oak. With its charismatic look and contrasting
with FEEL white soft mat, it impresses with its modern industrial look. And the
best part: as an authentic reproduction, ARTWOOD not only comes with
a cool look but with a cool price too. Here, it just goes to show that style is
not a matter of budget!

ARTWOOD Flame scarfed oak
FEEL White soft mat
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1 Fascinating perspectives: wall glass display units
in wire-meshed glass look.
2 The electric appliances are integrated in the
sideboard.

1

2

INTEGRA / SOFT LACK

LOFT FEELING INCLUDED
HANDLE COMBINATION 498 Black

Functional in the planning, exceptional in design:
INTEGRA papyrus grey soft mat with display units in
SOFT LACK black soft mat combine classic design with
the post-modern loft look. This is where the emphasis is
on openness. The open metal shelves provide a clear
view of storage space while affording easy access, and
can be linked together in any way you choose.

INTEGRA Papyrus grey soft mat
SOFT LACK Black soft mat
WORKTOP Natural bough oak
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LUX

A VERITABLE SPACE AND
STORAGE MIRACLE
With LUX arctic white and papyrus grey even small kitchens can make a
big splash. Astonishing: even in narrow spaces, this kitchen looks incredibly
spacious. And the best part: even a dining table can be integrated without
a problem. The huge amount of storage space available in this kitchen not
only thrills families. The white and grey colour combination also conjures a
really refreshing look in this small space.

+20 %

LUX High-gloss papyrus grey
LUX High-gloss arctic white

1 The 900 mm carcase height lets you put
away plates, saucepans and other kitchen
utensils in relaxation and prepare meals with
effortless ease.
2 The 750 mm standard carcase height comes
with the 150 mm plinth height.

KÜCHENFRONT

1
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3 The Matrix 900 carcase height of 900 mm
and a plinth height of 50 mm give you
maximum storage space.

LACK

50 mm

150 mm
2
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GLAS TEC PLUS

A KITCHEN FULL OF HIGHLIGHTS
Black-and-white combinations are true classics. GLAS TEC PLUS is more:
a genuine treat for the eye. This is thanks to the high-quality real-glass
fronts and the designer glass doors with frames in mat black aluminium,
or the black MatrixArt handle trims.

1 Eye-catcher: the high-quality granite sink and the
splashback in „Rusty Steel“ decor.
2 The corner base unit solution with electric column
moves out at the press of a button.
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GLAS TEC PLUS High-gloss white
WORKTOP Black PRO
61

GLAS TEC PLUS

LIGHTING IS MOOD
AND ATMOSPHERE
Lighting in the kitchen not only creates a homely atmosphere or adds
statements, it also - more importantly - makes us feel good. Modern LED
technology produces a gentle light which can be matched to suit the
particular mood or time of day by remote control or mobile phone app.
The illuminated MatrixArt handle trim creates a special ambience and
tastefully underscores the kitchen‘s lines. An integrated wall-unit lighting
conjures a warm and inviting ambience too!

2

1 The integrated wall-unit lighting helps to create the
exceptional lighting mood.
2 The MatrixArt handle trims are illuminated.
3 Any chosen lighting mood is very easy to create by
remote control or mobile phone app.

1
62

Make your
lighting smart!
Control the lighting
in your Nolte kitchen
the easy way via
APP and Bluetooth.

3
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TITAN / FEEL

A KITCHEN WITH CHARISMA
The unobtrusive finish of TITAN graphite only reveals itself on closer
inspection – at first glance it appears single-coloured and, in combination
with FEEL platinum grey, provides a perfectly balanced, well-rounded look.
This combination too can conjure a very special charisma – this is also
where the lighting on wall units and open shelf units as well as in the
handle trim play a part.

TITAN Graphite
FEEL Platinum grey soft mat

1 The black sink with black mixer tap goes perfectly
with the overall picture.
2 Pull-outs with inner drawers provide plenty of
storage space.
3 The 25mm worktop in black PRO also blends in
seamlessly with the kitchen‘s overall design.
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MANHATTAN UNI

A REFRESHING TOUCH OF
SCANDINAVIAN STYLE
Inspired by Scandinavian design – MANHATTAN UNI platinum grey with
on-trend lavender unobtrusively creates an inviting, youthful and fresh look.
This is also down to the open shelf units that provide a particularly effective
way of displaying personal accessories. The bench in silver ash is cleverly
integrated in the kitchen island. The discreet lighting in the bottom panels of
the wall units quickly creates this exceptional feel-good atmosphere.

MANHATTAN UNI Platinum grey
MANHATTAN UNI Lavender
SURROUNDING ELEMENT / WORKTOP Silver ash
1 The wall units: in subtle lavender and with
integrated lighting in the bottom panel.
2 Naturally beautiful: the worktop in silver ash.
3 Feel-good design, yet plenty of storage space.
16

25

HANDLE 322
Stainless steel look
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MANHATTAN UNI / MANHATTAN

HENNA RED AND HOLM OAK
IN PERFECT HARMONY
Welcome, wonderful sense of well-being: MANHATTAN UNI henna red
with MANHATTAN holm oak expresses harmony and creates an inviting
ambience. The kitchen island comes with power-assisted
height-adjustment capability and can be matched to suit body stature –
making kitchen work easy to do. Wall units and open shelf units in alternation are shown to be tasteful style elements.

2

1

1 The softly rounded handle combination in stainless steel look
emphasises the inviting character.
2 Design in detail: mixer tap and sink are completely black.

HANDLE COMBINATION 836
Stainless steel look
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MANHATTAN UNI Henna red
MANHATTAN Holm oak

25

25
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Colour
FOR LIVING IN THE KITCHEN

White

Magnolia

Sahara

Lava

Magma

Avocado

Olive

Gorse

Arctic white Platinum grey Papyrus grey

Colour is
Inspiration, stimulation, creativity.
Colour is life.
And provides virtually endless
ways of individualising a kitchen.
Warm colours are stimulating,
while cool colours tend to be calming.
Tone in tone creates harmony,
while a clear contrast creates
exciting highlights.
In short: nothing influences the atmosphere
of a room more than colour.
With this in mind,
get to know our colour concept –
and get to know precisely your kitchen.
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Soft Lack

Carisma Lack

Torino Lack

Curry

Henna red

Rose hip

Quartz grey

Opal

Blueberry

Frame Lack

Deep blue

Black

Windsor Lack
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SOFT LACK

FRESH COLOUR FOR
A CHEERFUL MOOD
SOFT LACK avocado combined with arctic white soft mat
creates a feeling of spring while cooking. However, as well as
radiating an irresistible freshness, it is also completely functional and offers endless storage space. The open shelf unit
at the end of the island and the arctic white 12 mm worktop
with the PRO surface further enhance the spring-like lightness.

1
72

1 The intelligent corner solution provides
ample storage space.

HANDLE TRIM 560
Metal look

SOFT LACK Arctic white soft mat
SOFT LACK Avocado soft mat
WORKTOP Arctic white PRO
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PERFECT FOR LIVING IN THE KITCHEN – MATRIX 150
Simple, logical and clearly structured: Matrix 150 gives you a grid system that is only available from us. It is based on a
very simple and easy-to-follow dimensioning logic in which all widths, heights and, in some cases even depths, can be
divided by 150 mm. And it also ensures that all leading electrical appliance brands are perfectly integrated.

BUILT-IN APPLIANCES
CLEVERLY PLANNED
Baking, steam-cooking, defrosting, and even
making coffee – high-quality built-in appliances
ingeniously situated makes everything so much
more of a pleasure. Even with appliances fitted at
ergonomic eye level, Nolte Küchen‘s Matrix 150
grid system saves the need for any filler strips or
panels to spoil the look. All appliances are neatly
integrated. Needless to say, this not only goes for
the oven but also for steam ovens, built-in coffee
machines or even for a warming drawer.
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CARISMA LACK / LEGNO

HOMELINESS WITH AN
INDIVIDUAL TOUCH
CARISMA LACK deep blue in combination with
LEGNO oak champagne looks elegant and homely
alike. The central island provides plenty of storage
space and work surface – also doubling up as a
perfect room divider to the living space.
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CARISMA LACK Deep blue soft mat
LEGNO Oak champagne

HANDLE COMBINATION 845
Stainless steel look
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NEW CLASSIC –
UNDERSTATED ELEGANCE
Traditional meets modern. Elegance unites with
character: the NEW CLASSIC is an inspiring
combination of the new and proven that creates a
truly unique look.
Citations from Art Deco are reflected here in just
the same way as architectural elements. Together
with many other details, the result is an elegant and
understated style. Experience the fascination of an
entirely new and exceptional design.

This is where you will
find more information
on the New Classic.
KLASSIK
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1

TORINO LACK / CARISMA LACK

CLEAR STRUCTURES WITH
FEEL-GOOD CHARACTER
Perfectly balanced interplay of form, colour and surface
finish. Between bygone days and postmodernism:
a breath of the Roaring Twenties attractively combined
with the modern age, creating a kitchen that makes
a style statement with its clean and elegant lines. The
fronts in calming lava soft mat grey tones and the
quality-looking solid wooden drawers are stylishly
accentuated by the manganese bronze on display unit,
handles and mixer tap.

1 The handles skilfully create highlights
from the glamorous Art Deco world.
2 High-quality drawers in veneer, oak pinot
are an exclusive detail.

2
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HANDLE 208
Manganese bronze

TORINO LACK Lava soft mat
CARISMA LACK Lava soft mat
WORKTOP Marble brown
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TORINO LACK / LEGNO

STYLISH BLACK
TORINO LACK also cuts a great figure in black. The style and
design are particularly classy and understated, yet time and
again the eye discovers new and interesting details.
Especially when the open shelf base units with solid wood
drawers in oak champagne create warm colour highlights.

1

2

1 Confidently stylish in every last detail:
the elegant design of the handle.

TORINO LACK Black soft mat
LEGNO Oak champagne
WORKTOP Black PRO
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2 Open shelf base units with solid wooden
drawers in oak champagne introduce an
element of warmth.
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TORINO LACK

FASCINATING WORLD
OF CONTRASTS
2

4

The combination of the TORINO LACK front in white with the worktop in
black PRO creates a delightful contrast that essentially defines the overall
character of this kitchen. Interesting details, such as shelf units with ingredient
dispensers and cross inserts in oak barolo, complement the look. Together
with the hob base unit in ingredient dispenser look, they create an individual
overall impression with a unique, personal touch.

1 Touch of a bygone era: ingredient dispensers in the open shelf
base unit.
2 The pilasters frame the appliance unit on the right and left,
and create unique overall look.
3 Stylish perfection: the handle combination in manganese bronze.
4 Classic ingredient dispenser look with the benefits of a drawer.
84

HANDLE COMBINATION 835
Manganese bronze

TORINO LACK White soft mat
WORKTOP Black PRO
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SOFT LACK / LEGNO

MODERN NATURAL
AUTHENTICITY
When a white, modern genuine lacquer front meets the
natural radiance of wood, then the result is this special
feeling of clarity and liveliness. As in the combination of
SOFT LACK white soft mat and LEGNO oak champagne.
The lines of the MatrixArt handle trims help to ensure that,
despite its openness, this kitchen never fails to impress
with its clear structure and consistent, sleek linearity.

1

2

1 Unpretentious and gripping – the white
lacquered front looks classy and goes
perfectly with the real wood front in oak
champagne.

SOFT LACK White soft mat
LEGNO Oak champagne
WORKTOP Black PRO

2 The vertical lines of the handle trim are a
stylish design element and add emphasis
to the kitchen‘s sleek linear look.
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1

LEGNO / NOVA LACK

PASSION MEETS
ELEGANCE
Subtle colouring meets expressive real wood:
NOVA LACK papyrus grey looks even more elegant
next to the eye-catching grain of LEGNO oak sepia.
The surface of LEGNO brings to mind the originality
and authenticity that so many of us long for today.

LEGNO Oak sepia
NOVA LACK High-gloss papyrus grey
WORKTOP Black PRO

1 LEGNO oak sepia is characterised by its
distinctive real wood surface.
2 For neater and tidier organisation –
intelligently designed storage space.
3 The dishwasher is also integrated for
a look of harmony.
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TAVOLA / PLUS

1

FOCUS

CLASSICS
RE-INTERPRETED
The narrow framing on the FOCUS front is unfussy,
lightweight in looks and almost purist in design.
The appliance block interrupting the row of units at
the back gives this kitchen a look that could, for all
intents and purposes, be American in the way it feels.
Illuminated display cabinets as base units open up
the island to the living area. Welcome!

1 Provide plenty of storage space: wall units in a
height of 105 cm.
2

2
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Well-organised drawers and illuminated pull-outs
quickly show you where everything is.

HANDLE 317
Stainless steel look

FOCUS Platinum grey soft mat
WORKTOP Black PRO

25

25
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1

WINDSOR LACK

A HAVEN OF PEACE IN TRADITIONAL
COUNTRY-KITCHEN STYLE
Bygone charm with modern convenience – the WINDSOR LACK country
kitchen fascinates with its traditional character and extends an invitation to
dream. The quartz grey fronts are combined with accessories typical of the
country-style kitchen, such as cornices, light pelmets or the canopy hood.
This makes the kitchen a feel-good place that exudes particular charm.

WINDSOR LACK Quartz grey soft mat
WORKTOP Dark rustica

1 Cornices give the kitchen the typical
country-style character.
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40

K 138
Stainless steel look

2 The practical ”LeMans“ corner base unit
hides away all manner of kitchen utensils.

2
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WINDSOR LACK

TRADITION WITH
A MODERN TOUCH
Naturally beautiful: the way our new WINDSOR LACK
kitchen plays with colour conjures the perfect symbiosis of
living in the country and life at home. Featuring fashionable
avocado colour and elements from bygone days, like cornices and the profiled fronts, the kitchen also communicates
a way of life in touch with nature – with every convenience.
On request, even a built-in coffee maker is available.
Traditional can be as modern as this!

1 Something quite exceptional:
display units with glazing bars.
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WINDSOR LACK
White soft mat
Avocado soft mat

HANDLE 204
Stainless steel look
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IDEAS FOR CREATING SPACE

Ask your kitchen retailer for further
information or order your copy of
”My Kitchen“ right here.
98

If you wish to explore the options in planning
your new kitchen more closely, ”My Kitchen“
can provide you with numerous practical tips
and ideas on how to make perfect use of the
space you have.
To start planning your kitchen straight away,
use our web planner on
www.nolte-kuechen.com

The optimum kitchen is always matched to the specific needs of its users. And these are as different as the characters and the
lifestyles of the individuals themselves. For instance, the needs of a family of four are completely different to those of people
living on their own. Different structural situations also play a big part in planning a kitchen.
This is why Nolte Küchen offers all sorts of ideas and options for designing the kitchen in exactly the way its users need it to be.
This all starts with careful planning and continues through to smallest of details. See for yourself on the following pages.
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This is where living
in the kitchen writes
many a lovely story:
discover home stories
from contented owners
of Nolte kitchens.

OUR PERFECT KITCHEN
LUX / ARTWOOD

”We sat down with the expert adviser at the kitchen retailer and put together the perfect
kitchen for us. And the result not only looks stunning, it also impresses with all sorts of intelligent
details and ideas that make living in our new kitchen an absolute pleasure.“

DOUBLY
IMPRESSIVE:
WITH DESIGN AND
FUNCTION
Everyone has different ideas about
their dream kitchen, ideas that fulfil their
every wish. Your expert advisor at the
kitchen retailer will focus on your very
own particular ideas and needs.

1

+32 % more

storage space

2

LUX High-gloss quartz grey
ARTWOOD Natural bough oak

1 Optional interior lighting sets off the drawers
and pull-outs and provides a even better
view of everything inside.
2 32 % more storage space than in standard
base units – all made possible by the 750 mm
planning depth.

The pull-out units provide perfectly organised storage space in a width of up to 1200 mm.
The 750 mm planning depth provides 32 % more storage space than in standard base
units. And all this with just another 150 mm from the wall.
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IN THE KITCHEN, ORGANISATION
IS HALF THE BATTLE
”On the subject of interior organisation, we were completely taken aback
by the line-up that Nolte Küchen has to offer: starting with anti-slip mats
to variable cutlery and utensil dividers in plastic or even real wood, it
simply leaves you wanting for nothing. We went for the option in real oak
and chose it for our kitchen – this way, everything is always in its place
and the drawers and pull-outs are perfectly organised. The oak colour
shade goes perfectly with the quartz grey fronts.“

Laminate

ALLES IN ORDNUNG
in der Küche.
The fastest way to perfect
organisation in the kitchen.
Download details now:

Real oak
102

Real ash wood, black
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COOKING:
A SHARED EXPERIENCE
”Our kitchen centres around cooking together!
When it came to choosing the most suitable hob for us, the planner‘s
experience didn‘t let us down either, nor did the options available to
us from a Nolte kitchen: here, everything‘s possible, be it induction
hobs or gas, retracting extractors, downdraft extractors or also the
classic extractor hood. This is precisely what we ultimately decided
on, it simply goes best with our kitchen!“

1

2

1 Integrated downdraft extractor.
2 Hob with retractable extractor in the worktop.

FOR OPTIMUM
WORKFLOWS
104

”To ensure efficient workflows in the kitchen, we looked at the best ways of making work paths
ideal while we were planning it. As a general rule here: while the refrigerating/food storage,
cooking and dishwashing zones should be no more than two arm lengths apart, there should
also be sufficient space for two people to cook in. This has been solved perfectly in our kitchen.
Which means we don‘t get in each other‘s way when we‘re cooking.“
105

THE MEASURE OF ALL THINGS
”Let‘s be honest: if you like cooking as much and as often as we do, the
kitchen should fit in with us and not us with the kitchen. Because, in the long
run, this is the only way that makes a kitchen a joy and pleasure to work in.
With Nolte Küchen, it was so reassuring to know we could fit the oven at
eye level and even raise the dishwasher as well. Needless to say, we were
also able to define the height of the work surface.“

1

1 Ergonomic and practical: the oven at eye level.
2 Kind on the back: the raised dishwasher.
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EVERYTHING CLEAN IN A FLASH
”We both love to cook and, of course, this always leaves you with waste
and dirty pots. So it was important for us to know right from the start that we
can quickly get the kitchen cleaned up again once we have eaten. This is
where the large sink with a good-sized draining board is a huge help
because it means we can easily and quickly clean pots and pans we can‘t
put in the dishwasher. To sort waste, we went for the classic option under the
sink – it‘s organised and saves us the bother of having to take it anywhere
else. And because the waste bins are suspended in a frame, we‘re not
constantly cleaning the pull-out either because there‘s nowhere bits of waste
can accidentally fall into.“
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CHILLED, FRESH OR
NON-PERISHABLE …
”… in our kitchen, there are so many different things we need to find a place
for: from kitchen appliances, cookware, plates and cutlery to all sorts of food
and provisions. In the larder unit, for instance, we keep all types of non-perishable food that needs to be in easy reach all the times. Fresh food goes in
the large refrigerator. In planning our kitchen, we chose a solution without any
corners because that‘s best for the space we have. But with Nolte Küchen, of
course, we would also have found loads of clever ideas for the corner, such as
the practical LeMans corner base unit.“

2

1 Practical and a storage space wizard:
the ”classic“ larder unit.
2 Practical and space-saving:
LeMans corner base unit solution.

1
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A LOOK OF HARMONY
THROUGHOUT
”This feature, in particular, made us realise we were making the right choice:
unlike most other brands, all Nolte Küchen units are finished in the same
decor both inside and out, no matter which of 15 carcase decors you choose.
This initially sounds like a trivial detail, but in fact it has a huge impact on
the homely feel it creates: for our wall units, this means that instead of sterile
white, they are finished in the same wood decor on the inside too. It fills me
with joy whenever I open the cupboard. Then there‘s also the ”edge seal“ at
the carcase front. It makes sure less dust gets inside the kitchen unit.“
1

2

1 Sealing off the carcase at the front, the edge seal
makes sure that less dust gets inside the unit.
2 Perfect inside and out, not only for wood decors
but also for concrete and plain colours.
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QUALITY IS A MATTER OF DETAILS
We accept no compromising when it comes to quality. Stringent testing provides the basis
for ensuring that your kitchen will continue to be safe and reliable even after many years
of use. This is also guaranteed by the GS label for tested safety. More important for you,
though, is the high level of quality you experience every day in your Nolte kitchen, quality
that is noticed in all the many details and features.

FIRMLY INTEGRATED IN NOLTE KÜCHEN:
RESPONSIBILITY AND ECOLOGY
Conserving natural resources, keeping air and water clean and promoting sustainability.
Three key pillars of responsible and sound ecological practice that have been anchored
at Nolte Küchen for many years. For instance, with modern filter systems for non-polluting
production or with eco-friendly, recyclable packagings and only using timber from sustainable and responsible forest management. In terms of pollutant emissions, our materials fall well
short of the requirements defined by law. The best conditions for living at home in a healthy
environment.
Official inspection certificates and test labels also confirm our devoted commitment to the
environment in all key domains – this is something that makes us particularly proud. We are
one of the first in our industry to receive the FSC® label and hold PEFC™ certification.
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Eva Brenner, interior designer,
familiar from Germany‘s
”Zuhause im Glück“ (Happy
at Home) TV programme.

Living in the kitchen …
… a message you can certainly take literally where Nolte
Küchen is concerned, and one that never fails to keep me
fascinated as a kitchen planner with every day that passes.
Here you will find everything to make your dream kitchen
come true: to suit virtually any budget, any expectation and
always in top quality – made in Germany.
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